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Greetings Fellow Officials 

IV High School 
Tanner Smith 
Justin Wright 
Sheri Larson 

Josephine County Commissioners 
Dan DeYoung 
Herman Baertscheiger 

Darin Fowler 
Michael Webber - Health Director 

Jackson County. Commissioners 
Rick Dyer 
Caulleen Roberts 

County Sheriff 
Dave Daniel 
Nate Sickler 

We are a friend to your soul but in opposition to your project 

Visit https://ivemedia.org/government-relations/ for email recipient list to issue documents and for the templet. The 
following document is a descriptive tutorial sample of information in the actual templet document. 

OPEN LETTER WITH COURTESY NOTICE OF LIABILITY TO ALL OFFICIALS, AND, AGENT 
ADMINISTRATORS OF THE mRNA EXPERIMENTAL EUA VACCINES TO TEENAGE CHILDREN, AND, WITH 
OUT FULL INFORMED CONSENT. 

I ______________________, hereby request this email document, or printed facsimile be 
submitted into the County Record, forthwith. 

This document is an “Open Letter” and I invite all community members and parents of teenage children, 
that agree with the statements as rendered below to "sign-on” with your endorsement. Sign it, copy it, 
and add it with your personal statement of concern, or affidavit, should you wish to issue one in behalf of 
the welfare of our children and in observance of the practice of precautionary principles. You may 
likewise be encouraged to issue your own documents “affidavit” separately, without endorsing this 
document, if you wish, to the contained recipient’s addresses and listed emails.   
(Visit www.ivemedia.org for recipient email lists.) 

1. No amount of money the COUNTY is getting (CARES Act, or other) from the STATE and the 
FEDERAL Government, via the BANKS and BIG PHARMA  to promote children getting the experimental 
novel mRNA Emergency Use  Authorization (EUA) vaccines, authorized by OREGON STATE, CDC and 
the WHO (Note, they are private corporations), will compensate for even one Child’s life being lost.   

2. Each administrator official is personally culpable for these mRNA experimental treatments issued on 
county lands, as trust agents for the people, as facilitated in Jackson and Josephine County with 
Commissioner’s knowledge and authorization. Therefor they have a duty to be fully knowledgeable of the 
risk/benefits and to see to the full disclosure of all known information to attain informed consent of the 
treatment.  

3. Each health department director, assistant, health official, and, or matrix of workers administering 
these mRNA spike protein generating therapeutic agents labeled as vaccines to qualify them as exempt 
from liability, "are hereby put on Notice Of Liability" with this email document, or as submitted in print or 
included with an affidavit and to all who are playing a role in conjunctive mRNA vaccine administration. 
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4. To Medical and Official directorate agents, you have your Oath to “Do no harm.” And any medical/
Doctoral professional directorates, you, especially, have your Hippocratic Oath. WARNING! You are in 
jeopardy. You have a direct responsibility to properly asses risk/benefit of administration of the 
aforementioned experimental mRNA injection to minors. Until you have full knowledge of the 
situation and access to all knowable consequences of an EUA drug or biological product, you are hereby 
urged to cease and desist in its administration or the acquiescence of any such administration of mRNA 
therapeutic (vaccine) to minors, especially in the absence of crucial mid and long term trial study data 
and analysis of adverse effects.   

I, _____________________________________ am issuing this to all recipients as a Courtesy 
Notice of Liability, for your knowledge and benefit, that you, as the applicant, authorizer, or 
official in knowledge of minors being injected, to ALERT YOU to the ramifications and 
consequences of your actions. My purpose is to avert injuries and the death of children due to 
the administration and allowance of mRNA injections. We do not want to see you sued. 
Complying with a mass experiment, with its mounting evidence of injuries and death, subjecting 
it to the children, determined the least at risk from the alleged virus, is criminal. Please examine 
the full packet of material (attachments) that you may be well informed. If you can not contradict 
this information with solid evidence, then it stands as prima-facie fact.   

In the following I have made the provision of attached exhibits to confirm claims, with explicit 
documentation, as evidence, data, and professional testimony to substantiate and necessitate 
the application of precautionary principles and common sense for the sake of risk reduction to 
our youth. Other exhibits are forthcoming, and are in discovery. Each person adopting this 
initiative to submit this “Courtesy Notice of Liability” may add their own package of findings in 
conjunction and compliment with this document. Your documents should contain at least 3 valid 
references. Use creditable facts from creditable sources. 

I also urge all parties, including recipients, to forward this email and its attachments to State 
legislators, the State Senate, and Oregon Justices as they are all playing a role in allowing the 
administration of the mRNA injections to minors, and likewise culpable for injuries and death to 
our children of Oregon.  

Again, any person may signing on, or can independently contribute their own findings.  

A further expanded listing of other agents and officials involved with the administration or 
allowance of the mRNA vaccine delivery to minors, not listed here, will be added on to the 
existing recipient list roster. 

PRESENTMENT OF EXHIBITS: 

EXIBIT 1 
(The Full Version PDF Document is attached to this email.) 

June 1, 2021 /40+ Doctors Tell UK Drug Regulators: Vaccinating Kids for COVID is ‘Irresponsible, 
Unethical and Unnecessary’
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